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DEA Backs White House Plan To Streamline
Research On Marijuana, Psychedelics And
Other Schedule I Drugs

POLITICS
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By Kyle Jaeger 







The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and National Institute On Drug Abuse (NIDA)
say they are in favor of a White House proposal to streamline the process of researching
Schedule I drugs like marijuana and certain psychedelics.

The agencies testi�ed at a House Energy and Commerce subcommittee hearing on Thursday,
expressing support for the Of�ce of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) research plan.
While the focus of the meeting was mostly on a controversial move to strictly classify
fentanyl-related substances, the Biden administration proposal’s research components would
also help address concerns within the scienti�c community about the dif�culty of studying
other Schedule I drugs.

DEA said in written testimony that “expanding access to Schedule I research is a critical part
of DEA’s mission to protect public safety and health.”

“It is critical that the scienti�c and medical community study Schedule I substances, as some
may turn out to have therapeutic value,” DEA Principal Deputy Administrator Louis Milione
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said. “DEA supports the administration’s legislative proposal’s expansion of access to
Schedule I research. DEA looks forward to continuing to work with the research community
and our interagency partners to facilitate Schedule I research.”

In general, what the administration is proposing is to align the research requirements for
Schedule I drugs with those of less-restricted Schedule II drugs. Scientists and lawmakers have
consistently pointed out that the existing rules for studying Schedule I controlled substances
are excessively burdensome, limiting vital research.

Rather than having each scientist involved in a Schedule I drug study obtain DEA registration,
ONDCP wants to make it so multiple researchers at a given institution would be allowed to
participate under a single registration. The administration also proposed a policy change
where a research institute with studies taking place over multiple locations would only require
one overall registration instead of needing to have a speci�c one for each site.

Another change would allow certain researchers to move ahead with conducting their studies
after submitting a noti�cation to the Department of Justice instead of waiting for of�cials to
af�rmatively sign off on their proposals. ONDCP’s plan would also waive the requirement for
additional inspections at research sites in some circumstances and allow researchers to
manufacture small amounts of drugs without obtaining separate registrations. The latter
component would not allow cultivation of marijuana, however.

“Even experienced researchers have reported that obtaining a new Schedule I registration,
adding new substances to an existing registration, or getting approval for research protocol
changes is time consuming,” NIDA Director Nora Volkow said in her testimony. “Unlike for
Schedule II through V substances, new and amended Schedule I applications are referred by
the DEA to the HHS for a review of the protocol and a determination of the quali�cations and
competency of the investigator.”

“Researchers have reported that sometimes these challenges impact Schedule I research and
deter or prevent scientists from pursuing this critical work,” she said.

In an interview last week, Vokow said that even she—the top federal of�cial overseeing drug
research—is personally reluctant to conduct studies on Schedule I substances like marijuana
because of the “cumbersome” rules that scientists face when investigating them.

When ONDCP �rst announced its proposed Schedule I policy changes in September, some
experts tempered expectations about the practical effects of aligning Schedule I and Schedule
II applications. The difference is largely a matter of extra paperwork for the more restrictive
category, they contend.

Regardless, several lawmakers who attended Thursday’s subcommittee hearing expressed
enthusiasm about the prospects of these policy changes.

“I’m particularly interested in eroding existing barriers of federal law that limit researchers at
academic medical centers from studying Schedule I substances,” Rep. Doris Matsui (D-CA)
said. “So I’m grateful that our research agencies are working to �nd effective solutions.”
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Rep. Tony Cárdenas (D-CA) also weighed in, saying that “we all agree that the current
scheduling classi�cation system has made it very dif�cult for scientists to research the effects
of scheduled compounds, which may have medicinal properties.”

“For example, we know that compounds in marijuana have legitimate and bene�cial medical
uses, despite it being Schedule I,” he said. “So I’m encouraged to see that efforts are being
made to allow researchers to study the effects of various compounds. In this proposal.”

ONDCP’s intent to streamline research into Schedule I drugs has been notable and seems to be
part of a theme that developed within the administration.

For example, DEA has repeatedly proposed signi�cant increases in the production of
marijuana, psilocybin and other psychedelics for research purposes, with the intent of aiding
in the development of new federally approved therapeutic medications.

NIDA’s Volkow told Marijuana Moment in a recent interview that she was encouraged by DEA’s
prior proposed increase in drug production quota. She also said that studies demonstrating
the therapeutic bene�ts of psychedelics could be leading more people to experiment with
substances like psilocybin.

But while the production developments are promising, advocates are still frustrated that these
plants and fungi remain in the strictest drug category in the �rst place, especially considering
the existing research that shows their medical value for certain conditions.

There has been at least one recent development in the �ght to modernize marijuana research.
President Joe Biden signed a massive infrastructure bill last month that includes provisions
aimed at allowing researchers to study the actual cannabis that consumers are purchasing
from state-legal dispensaries instead of having to use only government-grown cannabis.

But that’s just one of numerous research barriers that scientists have identi�ed. A report that
NIDA recently submitted to Congress stressed that the Schedule I status of controlled
substances like marijuana is preventing or discouraging research into their potential risks and
bene�ts.

A federal appeals court recently dismissed a petition to require the DEA to reevaluate
cannabis’s scheduling under the Controlled Substances Act. However, one judge did say in a
concurring opinion that the agency may soon be forced to consider a policy change anyway
based on a misinterpretation of the therapeutic value of marijuana.

Meanwhile, DEA has given hemp businesses that sell delta-8 THC products a boost, with
representatives making comments recently signaling that, at the federal level at least, it’s not
a controlled substance at this time.
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Separately, the Washington State attorney general’s of�ce and lawyers representing cancer
patients recently urged a federal appeals panel to push for a DEA policy change to allow
people in end-of-life care to access psilocybin under state and federal right-to-try laws.

White House Pressed To Mediate Marijuana Finger-
Pointing Between DEA And HHS
With two federal agencies in disagreement about which of them is responsible for
conducting an independent, peer-reviewed study on the medical potential of marijuana,
a libertarian think tank is asking the White House to intervene and settle the dispute. The
Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) sent a letter to a division of the White House Office
… Continue reading
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Rhode Island Marijuana Legalization
Bill Will Be Ready In Early 2022, Top
Lawmaker Says

KY gov wants to sell cannabis to
other states (Newsletter: December
10, 2021)

Virginia Lawmakers Tout Benefits Of
Psychedelics As Activists Prepare
Push For Statewide Reform

New York Bill Would Allow Marijuana
Industry to Deduct Business Expenses On
State Taxes

POLITICS

Published 3 hours ago on December 10, 2021
By Ben Adlin 

A New York Senate bill introduced on Friday would allow licensed cannabis companies to
deduct certain business expenses on their state tax returns, a move the bill’s sponsor says
“will create a more equitable taxation system and allow more local, small businesses to
participate in the cannabis market.”

The proposal represents not only a change to existing state law but also a break from federal
tax policy, which through IRS Code Section 280E prohibits cannabis businesses from claiming
deductions available to most other companies on their federal tax returns. Industry advocates
have complained the federal and state rules treat cannabis businesses unfairly, impacting
retailers and small businesses the hardest.

Because cannabis businesses can’t write off inventory or other operating expenses, 280E
currently means that some cannabis businesses pay effective tax rates of up to 80 percent,
according to industry groups and accounting �rms.
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Montana Lawmakers Reject Marijuana Rules,
Weeks Ahead Of Legal Sales Launch

POLITICS

Published 8 hours ago on December 10, 2021
By Marijuana Moment

“We only get one opportunity at this, and we need to make sure that we get it right.”

By Keith Schubert, Daily Montanan

The Economic Affairs Interim Committee unanimously voted on Thursday to stall the
rulemaking process for implementing the state’s new recreational marijuana program, with
lawmakers asserting that some of the Department of Revenue’s (DOR) interpretations of
House Bill 701, a law passed this session regulating recreational marijuana, stray too far from
its legislative intent.

As the January 1 implementation deadline for the program inches closer, the committee
postponed all decisions on the new rules proposal until its next meeting on Monday. Until
then, Sen. Jason Ellsworth, R-Hamilton, and Sen. Shane Morigeau, D-Missoula, will work with
DOR to clarify and amend the rules to more closely match legislative intent.

“I would say that trying to pass a comprehensive rules package that is on a key piece of
CONTINUE READING
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A top Rhode Island lawmaker on Thursday said that a bill to legalize marijuana in the Ocean
State is nearly �nalized, with just one major provision left to resolve following months of
negotiations—and that he expects the issue to be resolved early in the new year.

House Speaker Joe Shekarchi (D) told WPRI-TV that while legislators are “still not there” on a
�nal product, he’s “happy to report that we’ve worked down to almost one issue that’s left, but
it’s not there yet.” That issue relates to who should regulate the cannabis market—a new
independent commission or the state Department of Business Regulation (DBR).

The speaker, who previously said that he’d be open to a compromise on the question of who
should regulate the market, �oated the idea that there could ultimately be “some combination
thereof or some hybrid version of it.”

Top lawmakers have been in talks for months to reconcile competing legalization proposals
that have been brought forward by the House, Senate and governor’s of�ce—and at one point
planned to convene a fall special session to enact the resulting deal but that hasn’t happened
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